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Abstract

Kernel based methods suffer from exceeding time and memory requirements when
applied on large datasets since the involved optimization problems typically scale
polynomially in the number of data samples. As a remedy, some least squares meth-
ods on one hand only reduce the number of parameters (for fast training), on the
other hand only work on a reduced set (for fast evaluation). Departing from the
Nyström based feature approximation, via the Fixed-Size LS-SVM model, we pro-
pose a general regression framework, based on restriction of the search space to a
subspace and a particular choice of basis vectors in feature space. In the general
model both reduction aspects are unified and become explicit model choices. This al-
lows to accommodate kernel Partial Least Squares and kernel Canonical Correlation
analysis for regression with a sparse representation, which makes them applicable
to large data sets, with little loss in accuracy.

Key words: kernel methods, regression, reduced set methods, subspaces,
eigenspaces, reproducing kernel Hilbert space, Nyström approximation, Fixed-Size
Least Squares Support Vector Machine, kernel Principal Component Analysis,
kernel Partial Least Squares, kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis

1 Introduction

Over the last years one can see many learning algorithms being transferred to
a kernel representation [1,2]. The benefit lies in the fact that nonlinearity can
be allowed, while avoiding to solve a nonlinear optimization problem. In this
paper we focus on least squares regression models in the kernel context. By
means of a nonlinear map into a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space (RKHS)
[3] the data are projected to a high-dimensional space.
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Kernel methods typically operate in this RKHS. The high-dimensionality
which could pose problems for proper parameter estimation is circumvented
by the kernel trick, which brings the dimensionality to the number of training
instances n and at the same time allows excellent performance in classification
and regression tasks. Yet, for large datasets this dimensionality in n means
a serious bottleneck, since the corresponding training methods scale polyno-
mially in n. Downsizing the system in dimensions to size m � n is therefore
needed. On the one hand, low-rank approximations (e.g. [4,5]) offer reduction
to smaller m × m matrices. On the other hand reduced set methods work
with a thin tall n×m system (e.g. [6–8,3,9]). This work connects at the latter
perspective.

We start from the Nyström approximation, delivering a direct approxima-
tion of features, which, applied in an ordinary least squares model, leads to
kernel Principal Component Regression (KPCR) and fixed-size LS-SVMs [2].
Compared to KPCR, FS-LSSVM also only needs a small number of parame-
ters, but additionally the regression is done in the primal space leading to a
sparse representation, unlike estimation in the dual space as done in Gaussian
Processes without having a sparse representation [4,10]. Such a parsimonious
model is highly desirable when dealing with large data sets since it implies a
substantial reduction in training and evaluation time.

By formalizing the structure of the FS-LSSVM model, we then obtain a least
squares regression framework in which (i) we explicitly restrict the regression
coefficients to a subspace and (ii) we express the subspace in the basis formed
by mapped training data points. These model constraints respectively allow
to control the number of regression parameters and the number of kernels.
Our general model formulation introduces kernels in a natural manner into
the model, yields a complementary, unifying viewpoint on some other kernel
methods and it comprises a class of models. We especially focus on the expres-
sion in a subset m � n of features of the RKHS. This scheme of LS subspace
regression delivers a linear system that consequently only needs polynomial
training times in m.

Like KPCR was extended by FS-LSSVM with a sparse representation, we now
accommodate here also kernel Partial Least Squares (KPLS) (together with
some variants [11]) and kernel Canonical Correlation analysis (KCCA) with
a sparse representation in a natural and efficient manner (different from [12],
where sparsification is induced via a multi-step adaptation of the algorithm
with extra computational burdens). Hereby we make their application possi-
ble for large scale data sets. In the subspace regression model, the extension
consists of using alternative eigenspaces constructed by optimization of other
(co)variance criteria. In some examples we finally show that these models per-
form well with little loss of accuracy and can effectively manage large data
sets.
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present some minimal
background on kernel methods in relation to reproducing kernel Hilbert spaces.
In Section 3 we deal with the Nyström approximation for features to recognize
three least squares models. In Section 4 we introduce subset based least squares
subspace restricted regression in feature space. In Section 5 we give an overview
of some alternative eigenspaces with which we can endow the model. In Section
6 we illustrate the different methods by some results on an artificial and a three
real-world datasets, including a large scale example.

2 Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space

The central idea for kernel algorithms within the learning theory context is to
change the representation of a data point into a higher-dimensional mapping in
a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) Hk by means of a kernel function.
When appropriately chosen, the kernel function with arguments in the original
space corresponds to a dot product with arguments in the RKHS. This allows
to circumvent working explicitly with the new representation as long as one
can express the computation in the RKHS as inner products.

Assume data {{(xi, yi)}n
i=1 ∈ R

p × R} have been given. A kernel k provides a
similarity measure between pairs of data points

k : R
p × R

p → R : (xi,xj) 7→ k(xi,xj). (1)

Once a kernel is chosen, one can associate to each x ∈ R
p a mapping ϕ : R

p →
Hk : x 7→ k(x, ·), which can be evaluated at x′ to give ϕ(x)(x′) = k(x,x′).
One obtains a RKHS on R

p under the condition that the kernel is positive
definite [13]. Remark that the kernel function coincides with an inner product
function and 〈k(x, ·), k(x′, ·)〉 = k(x,x′), so it reproduces itself. It is also called
a representer of f at x because f(x) = 〈f, k(x, ·)〉.

The RKHS has the property that every evaluation operator and norm of any
element in Hk is bounded [3]. This makes the elements of a RKHS well-suited
to interpolate pointwise known functions that must be smooth. In the context
of regularization one tries to do this by minimizing a pointwise cost function
c(·) over data and monotonic smoothness function g(·):

min
f∈Hk

c(xi, yi, f(xi)) + g(‖f‖). (2)

The representer theorem [14] states that the solution is constrained to the
subspace spanned by the mapped data points:

f(x) =
n
∑

i=1

wiϕ(xi)(x) =
n
∑

i=1

wik(xi,x). (3)
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Thus the solution can always be expanded as a linear function of dot products.
The wi coefficients are typically found by solving the optimization problem
that involves the specific regularization functional.

The Mercer-Hilbert-Schmidt theorem reveals more about the nature of ϕ by
stating that for each positive definite kernel there exists an orthonormal set
{φi}d

i=1 with non-negative λi such that we have following spectral decomposi-
tion:

k(x,x′) =
d
∑

i=1

λiφi(x)φi(x
′) = 〈ϕ(x), ϕ(x′)〉, (4)

where d ≤ ∞ is the dimension of of the RKHS, and λi and φi are the eigenval-
ues and eigenvectors of the kernel operator, defined by the integral equation

∫

k(x,x′)φi(x)p(x)dx = λiφi(x
′), (5)

on L2(R
p). This allows to formulate the inner product in terms of expansion

coefficients:

〈f, g〉 = 〈
d
∑

i=1

aiφi,
d
∑

j=1

bjφj〉 =
d
∑

i=1

aibi

λi

, (6)

where 〈φi, φj〉 = δij/λi. A proper scaling of the basis vectors φi with factor√
λi will transform the inner product to its most simple canonical form of an

Euclidean dot product so that k(x,x′) = ϕ(x)T ϕ(x′). Furthermore one can
express each feature ϕ(x) in this basis so that the ϕ mapping can be identified
with a d × 1 feature vector

ϕ(x) = [
√

λ1φ1(x)
√

λ2φ2(x) ...
√

λdφd(x)]T . (7)

For regression purposes, just like one builds up a n × p data matrix X from
the xi inputs, one constructs with the mapped data points ϕ(x), an n × d
feature matrix :

Φ =





















ϕT (x1)

ϕT (x2)
...

ϕT (xn)





















=





















√
λ1φ1(x1)

√
λ2φ2(x1) . . .

√
λnφd(x1)

√
λ1φ1(x2)

√
λ2φ2(x2) . . .

√
λnφd(x2)

...
...

. . .
...

√
λ1φ1(xn)

√
λ2φ2(xn) . . .

√
λnφd(xn)





















. (8)

It is a difficulty that in general the elements of this feature matrix Φ are
unknown because the explicit expression for ϕ is not available. The common
approach to deal with this issue is then to make use of the so-called kernel
trick [1]. The need for a direct expression is typically avoided by an ad hoc
substitution such that scalar products are formed and consequently kernels
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come into play. Thus, the element ϕ(x) may be not explicitly known, but
the projection on any other ϕ(x′) is simply k(x,x′), and then the unknown
elements are eliminated.

Here we follow another approach in which we start from an approximate ex-
plicit expression for ϕ(x), via the Nyström method. We will show how it leads
to a least squares regression model, FS-LSSVM, with a downsized number
of parameters and a sparse kernel expansion. Such parsimonious models are
necessary when dealing with large data sets.

3 The Nyström approximation

The Nyström method dates back from the late 1920’s [15]. It offers an ap-
proximate solution to integral equations [16,17]. It became recently of interest
in the kernel machine learning community via Gaussian processes [4,10] and
recognized as implicitly present in the projection of features in the eigenspace
produced by Kernel principal component analysis (KPCA), introduced in [18].
More specifically, the technique yields a simple approximation of the features
for a predetermined subset of m � n training points. These are then used on
their turn as an interpolative, but quite accurate, formula for the features in
the remaining training points.

3.1 Approximation of eigenfunctions

One can discretize the integral of eq. (5) on a finite set of evaluation points
{x1,x2, ...,xn}, with simple equal weighing, yielding a system of equations:

1

n

n
∑

j=1

k(x,xj)φi(xj) = λ
(n)
i φ

(n)
i (x), (9)

which can be structured as a matrix eigenvalue problem:

KUn = UnΛn, (10)

where Kij = 〈ϕ(xi), ϕ(xj)〉 = k(xi,xj) are the elements of the kernel Gram
matrix, Un a n × n matrix of eigenvectors of K and Λn a n × n diagonal
matrix of nonnegative eigenvalues in non-increasing order. (We emphasized
the dimensions of matrices by a subscript and for vectors it is indicated in the
superscript, between brackets to avoid confusion with powers). Expression (9)
delivers direct approximations of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for the
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{xj}n
j=1 points:

φi(xj) ≈
√

n u
(n)
ji , (11)

λi ≈
1

n
λ

(n)
i . (12)

It was a key observation of Nyström to backsubstitute these approximations
in (9) to obtain an approximate of an eigenfunction evaluation in new points
x′:

φi(x
′) =

√
n

λ
(n)
i

n
∑

j=1

k(x′,xj)u
(n)
ji =

√
n

λ
(n)
i

(

k(n)(x′)
)T

u
(n)
i , (13)

where k(n)(x) = Φϕ(x) = [k(x1,x), k(x2,x), . . . , k(xn,x)]T . As can be seen
from (7), the entries of features in a RKHS match the eigenfunctions, apart
from a scaling factor, so an approximate eigenfunction yields us an approxi-
mate feature.

3.2 Feature approximation based on the complete training data set

Maximally n approximate eigenfunctions φi can be computed, since we have
only information in the given data points. The Nyström approximation allows
to obtain an explicit expression for the entries of the approximated feature
vector:

ϕi(x) =
√

λi φi(x) (14)

=
(

λ
(n)
i

)

−1/2
n
∑

j=1

k(x,xj)u
(n)
ji (15)

=
(

λ
(n)
i

)

−1/2 (

k(n)(x)
)T

u
(n)
i . (16)

The approximation to a feature becomes a n × 1 vector:

ϕ(x) ≈ Λ−1/2
n UT

n k(n)(x). (17)

At the same time we obtain also a n×n matrix approximation Φn of the n×d
regressor matrix (8) :

Φ =





















ϕT (x1)

ϕT (x2)
...

ϕT (xn)





















≈ KUnΛ−1/2
n =: Φn. (18)

If we use this matrix in a least squares setting, we obtain a linear model in
feature space. More specifically we are then performing PCR, which has the
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advantage of reducing the number of parameters if enough components are left
out, but a sparse kernel expansion is not obtained. In next section we show
that this extra requirement can be added.

3.3 Feature approximation based on a training data subset

In order to introduce parsimony in the number of kernels, we choose a subset
of m � n data points and then a likewise m-approximation can be made:

λi ≈
1

m
λ

(m)
i , (19)

φi(x) ≈
√

m

λ
(m)
i

m
∑

j=1

k(x,xj) uji =

√
m

λ
(m)
i

(

k(m)(x)
)T

ui. (20)

Again one can obtain an explicit expression for the entries of the approximated
feature vector:

ϕi(x) =
√

λi φi(x) (21)

≈
(

λ
(m)
i

)

−1/2
m
∑

j=1

k(xj,x) uji. (22)

The approximation to the feature vector now becomes a m × 1 vector:

ϕ(x) ≈ Λ−1/2
m UT

mk(m)(x). (23)

It yields the following approximation of the feature matrix

Φn = KnmUmΛ−1/2
m . (24)

If this approximation is directly used in a LS model we obtain

f(x) =
(

w(m)
)T

ϕ(x) + b (25)

=
m
∑

j=1

wj

(

m
∑

i=1

(

λ
(m)
j

)

−1/2
u

(m)
ij k(xi,x)

)

+ b (26)

≡
m
∑

i=1

βi k(xi,x) + b (27)

where βi =
∑m

j=1 wj

(

λ
(m)
j

)

−1/2
u

(m)
ij . This model, in conjunction with an entropy-

based selection procedure has been named Fixed-Size LS-SVM and proposed
in [2]. It delivers a sparse kernel expansion and at the same time the number
of parameters of w is kept equal to m.
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3.3.1 Eigenvector/value approximations

Next to the above two models that resulted from the Nyström approximation,
yet another model can be identified. For this, consider the eigenvalues/vectors
of the m-points approximation and how they relate to the n-points approxi-
mation [10]:

λ
(n)
i =

n

m
λ

(m)
i , (28)

u
(n)
i =

√

n

m

1

λ
(m)
i

Knmu
(m)
i (29)

where i = 1, . . . ,m. And once again one can obtain an explicit expression for
the m entries of the approximate feature vector:

ϕi(x) =
√

λi φi(x) (30)

≈
(

λ
(n)
i

)

−1/2
n
∑

j=1

k(x,xj)u
(n)
ji (31)

= (λ
(m)
i )−3/2

n
∑

j=1

k(x,xj)
m
∑

l=1

k(xj,xl)u
(m)
li (32)

= (λ
(m)
i )−3/2

(

k(n)(x)
)T

Knmu
(m)
i . (33)

This approximation leads to a m × 1 feature vector

ϕ(x) ≈ Λ−3/2
m UT

m KT
nm k(n)(x) (34)

and feature matrix

Φ =





















ϕT (x1)

ϕT (x2)
...

ϕT (xn)





















≈ KKnmUmΛ−3/2
m = KŨnmΛ−1/2

m , (35)

where

Ũnm =







Um

K(n−m)mUmΛ−1
m





 (36)

is the approximation to the first m columns of the eigenspace of the kernel
matrix K, but is not a true left eigensubspace, since its columns are not
orthogonal to each other.

If this approximation is directly used in the least squares model we obtain the
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kernel expansion:

f(x) =
(

w(m)
)T

ϕ(x) + b (37)

=
m
∑

j=1

wj

(

(

λ
(m)
j

)

−3/2
n
∑

i=1

k(x,xi)
m
∑

l=1

k(xi,xl)u
(m)
lj

)

+ b (38)

=
m
∑

j=1

wj

(

(

λ
(m)
j

)

−3/2
n
∑

i=1

k(x,xi)Knmu
(m)
j

)

+ b (39)

≡
n
∑

i=1

βi k(xi,x) + b (40)

where βi =
∑m

j=1 wj

(

λ
(m)
j

)

−1/2
ũ

(n)
j =

∑m
j=1 wj

(

λ
(m)
j

)

−3/2
Knmu

(m)
j . We don’t

obtain here a sparse kernel expansion any more, but we do keep the sparseness
in the number of regression parameters of w.

With the above three models we are now in a position to generalize and
identify in the following section a least squares regression model with specific
restrictions. The properties of sparse kernel expansion and reduced number of
parameters will become explicit model choices and these three models will be
just special cases.

4 The subspace regression model

The general goal is to obtain a parsimonious model (in both parameters and
kernels) of the underlying function between a set of independent variables and
an dependent variable, based on pointwise information: the data input/output
instances {{(xi, yi)}n

i=1 ∈ R
p × R}. Specifically we will firstly explicitize how

to obtain reduction of the model parameters and secondly how to obtain a
reduction of the kernel expansion. In this section we discuss the regression
model, confine it to a subspace and restrain the choice of basis vectors.

4.1 Least Squares regression

consider the standard simple linear regression model in feature space

y = Φw(d) + e, (41)

where y represents a n×1 vector of observations of the dependent variable, Φ
is a n× d matrix of regressors {ϕ(xi)}n

i=1, w(d) is the unknown d× 1 vector of
regression coefficients and e is a n×1 vector of errors with zero-mean Gaussian
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i.i.d. values of equal variance σ2 (unknown). We will assume all mapped data
variables have been mean-centered.

To estimate the unknown model parameters, the elements of w(d), we choose
to minimize the squared errors e by Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression

min
w(d)∈Rd

‖y − Φw(d)‖2
2, (42)

with the least squares estimate of the coefficient vector

ŵ(d)
OLS = (ΦT Φ)−1ΦTy. (43)

Additionally, one can also choose to add a regularization parameter (with
controlling coefficient γ) to the optimization problem, which is the well-known
case of Ridge Regression (RR) [19]:

min
w(d)∈Rd

‖y − Φw(d)‖2
2 +

1

γ
‖w(d)‖2

2, (44)

which introduces a bias, but may have the effect of variance reduction of the
regression coefficients estimate

ŵ(d)
RR = (ΦT Φ +

1

γ
I)−1ΦTy. (45)

4.2 Restriction to a subspace

A first difficulty in this feature space setup, is that d may be very large com-
pared to the number of data points n, even d = +∞ potentially. This implies
that also an infinite number of regression coefficients will be necessary. But
this infinite number of degrees of freedom is not practical, nor sensible, since
one can approximate any function with an infinite number of parameters.

So in order to obtain a parsimonious model in the parameters one can re-
duce the search for the estimate to a subspace of R

d×1, with finite dimension
s � d. We can gather linearly independent vectors {vi}s

i=1 in the columns
of a d × s transformation matrix V , such that they span the subspace. This
column space, denoted by range(V ) = {w(d)|w(d) = V α

(s) for any α
(s)} forms

then a confined search space for the regression vector estimate and our OLS
optimization is adapted as

min
w(d) ∈ range(V)

‖y − Φw(d)‖2
2, (46)

where the restricted OLS estimate is determined by s regression coefficients:

ŵ(s)
OLS = V (V T ΦT ΦV )−1V T ΦTy. (47)
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Remark that this model comes down to a LS problem in transformed regres-
sors. If we express the ϕ(xi) in the new coordinates z(xi) = V T ϕ(xi)

T , so that
in matrix notation Z = ΦV , we obtain Z as a n × s matrix of transformed
regressors. The (i, k)th element of Z is the value of the projection on the kth
feature vector vk. The resulting estimate from the (unrestricted) regression in

Z would be ŵ
(s)
OLS, and be considered as a primal variable.

We also can modify the RR model with a penalisation of the magnitude of
the regression parameter vector,

min
w(d) ∈ range(V)

‖y − Φw(d)‖2
2 +

1

γ
‖w(d)‖2

2, (48)

where the restricted RR estimate is determined by s regression coefficients

ŵ(d)
RR = V (V T ΦT ΦV +

1

γ
V T V )−1V T ΦTy. (49)

This RR model is a LS problem in transformed regression coefficients, and
not in the regressors, because for that, the term 1

γ
V T V would be 1

γ
I, which

is plain RR on some set of transformed features. If s = d then a mere basis
change is performed, but when s < d, then the solution is confined to a proper
subspace. The particular choice of the basis vectors will of course affect the
quality of the model.

4.3 Choice of basis

A second difficulty is that in general the elements of matrix Φ are unknown
because the explicit expression for ϕ is not available. An elegant and optimal
approach is to make use of the so-called kernel trick [1]. The need for a direct
expression is typically avoided by formal manipulation towards scalar products
so that kernels come into play. The element ϕ(x) may be not explicitly known,
but the projection on any other ϕ(x′) is simply k(x,x′).

In order to insert kernels in our setup, we may choose for the subspace any
linear combination of ϕ(xi). If we select a (sub)set of m ≤ n features, this can
be achieved by introducing a subspace decomposition V = ΦT

mA with Φm a
feature matrix in the m input vectors. The m × s matrix A holds in fact the
projections (scalar products or loadings) of the s basis vectors vk onto the m
(score) vectors ϕ(xl). This expression of V in the column basis of ΦT

m allows
to write Z = ΦV = ΦΦT

mA = KnmA and our model equation becomes

y = Zα
(s) + e = (KnmA)α(s) + e. (50)
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Remark that the use of kernels requires in fact to represent the subspace span-
ning vectors in the basis of the mapped datapoints. As such, the determination
of V is replaced by a determination of the m× s matrix A on the basis of the
data. In next subsection we will address the subspaces and loading matrices.

Some more general remarks:

• Once computed the s×1 vector α
(s) of regression coefficients, we can obtain

an estimate of y, and we can indeed express the linear model as an expansion
of kernels:

f(x) =
m
∑

i=1





s
∑

j=1

aijα
(s)
j



 k(xi,x) ≡
m
∑

i=1

βi k(xi,x). (51)

• If we wish to evaluate the function after training in other (test) points,
then for a given test set {{(xj, yj)}t

j=n+1} we have a t × d feature matrix
Φt = (k(xi,xj))ij and a corresponding t × n kernel matrix Kt = ΦtΦ

T
m so

that the prediction in new points is expressed as

ŷt = (KtmA)α(s) + e. (52)

• Since we assumed that the data are centered, we need to adjust the expres-
sion ϕ(x) with ϕ(x)− 1

n

∑n
i=1 ϕ(xi) everywhere. For the kernel matrices this

has the consequence of replacing K by [18]

K := (In − 1

n
1n1

T
n )K(In − 1

n
1n1

T
n ), (53)

where In is the identity matrix and 1n a n × 1 vector of ones.

4.4 A complementary view

In table I it is summarized how the three LS models of previous section ap-
pear as special cases of the sparse restricted least squares kernel regression
framework. But also on some other common kernel methods the concept of
restricted regression offers a useful complementary view. As such, we do not
present with our framework one kernel version of one specific algorithm, but
in fact a whole general class of kernel models.

For example, if we confine the regression coefficients to a subspace V = ΦT ,
then the restricted RR model yields

ŵ(n)
RR = ΦT

(

K +
1

γ
I

)

−1

y, (54)
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where we made use of the fact that K is invertible and symmetric. In this
estimate we may readily recognize the kernel RR model solution, originally
proposed in [20], and which shows up also in Regularization Networks [21,22]
and Gaussian Processes [23] context. If the model is enhanced with an addi-
tional bias term then it is related to the Least Squares Support Vector Machine
(LS-SVM) [2], which also emphasizes primal-dual formulations of the problem.

Furthermore, to induce kernel sparseness, we could choose a reduced set of
basis vectors V = ΦT

m and then we find:

ŵ(m)
RR = ΦT

m

(

KT
nmKnm +

1

γ
Kmm

)

KT
nmy, (55)

a model proposed in [8,9]. And if we set V = ΦT in the restricted OLS model
with radial basis kernels, then we relate immediately to RBF-networks [24].
Some commonly applied kernel based (least squares) methods can be inter-
preted as implicitly restricting their regression coefficients to a particular sub-
space.

Another proposal for a subspace may turn out to be close to the Nyström
approximation. Suppose we plan to restrict to a subset of m basis vectors,
then it seems a reasonable idea to take those vectors in this subspace that
are closest to the other n−m training vectors. If we understand ’closest’ -for
example- in the least squares sense, this suggests that we consider the so called
’projection matrix’ of the column space of ΦT

m,

Pm = ΦT
m(ΦmΦT

m)−1Φm, (56)

and take as the subspace the projected data points:

V = PmΦT = ΦT
m(ΦmΦT

m)−1ΦmΦT . (57)

From the subspace regression point of view, we thus employ a loading matrix
A = K−1

mmKmn in the model

y = (KnmA)w(n) + e (58)

and in this case we happen to arrive at the well-known Nyström low-rank
approximation for K:

K̃ = KnmK−1
mmKmn. (59)

This shows that the LS subspace regression view is a quite versatile framework
which links and complements smoothly to various other methods in the kernel
methods field. In specific, we have seen in previous section how KPCR and
FS-LSSVM (with its favorable sparse kernel expansion) were related through
the approximation of features. The framework of this section gives a more
formal general view on those models where they appear to involve the choice
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of a particular subspace and basis. In the next section we review in short some
other sortlike models, correspond to another choice of subspace, that we can
then extend with a sparse representation.

5 Eigenvectors for the subspace

In this section we describe next to KPCA two other closely related methods
that deliver meaningful vectors to span the subspace. They have in common
that it are eigenvectors based on the data, constructed unsupervised or su-
pervised. We only treat here in short the basics of the kernelized versions and
for a short summary from the linear viewpoint we refer to Appendix A. From
previous section it is clear then that by choosing the particular subset and
basis, the proposed framework in fact directly allows to accommodate these
with a sparse kernel representation in a natural manner.

5.1 Kernel Principal Component Analysis

Instead of the data points xi and the design matrix X from PCA, we just
deal with the features ϕ(xi) and the feature matrix Φ in the kernel version.
Starting from criterion (A.2) we need to solve the eigenproblem

ΦT Φ v = λ v. (60)

Again by lack of explicit expression of Φ, one resorts to the application of the
kernel trick to bring kernels into play. As was cleverly noted in the original
paper [18], this is possible because the above solutions v are exactly linear
combination of the ϕ(xi) with coefficients Φv. Thus we may state v = ΦTu

and perform also a left multiplication with Φ to obtain

ΦΦT ΦΦT u = λΦΦT u. (61)

which yields, using the fact that K is positive definite, the central eigende-
compostion of KPCA

K u = λ u. (62)

For a more principled derivation, with a primal-dual approach, we refer to [25],
where PCA was originally reported in a support vector machine formulation.

For the eigenvectors that should satisfy the PCA constraint vTv = 1 a nor-
malization must be imposed:

v = λ−1/2ΦTu. (63)
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Although we do not know V explicitly, the projection on the eigenvectors,
which serve as new variables, can be computed with kernels:

zk(x) = ϕ(x)Tvk = λ−1/2ϕ(x)T ΦTuk = λ−1/2 (k(x))T
uk = λ−1/2

n
∑

i=1

k(xi,x)uik.

(64)
Remark that these entries coincide with the entries of the feature vector in
the Nyström approximation based on the full training data set.

A natural way to parsimony in the LS regression with these KPCA features
follows from observing the least squares estimate of the regression vector

w = (ZT Z)−1ZTy = Λ−1ZTy = Λ−1V T ΦTy =
n
∑

i=1

λ−1
i vT

i ΦTy (65)

and its corresponding variance-covariance matrix expression (assuming the
output corrupted with Gaussian noise of variance σ2)

cov(w) = σ2V (ZT Z)−1V T = σ2V Λ−1V T = σ2
n
∑

i=1

λ−1
i viv

T
i . (66)

It is clear that the occurrence of small eigenvalues will introduce large variance
of the estimate. Therefore the common remedy is to leave out the eigenvectors
corresponding to the smallest eigenvalues. In the above expressions we take
therefore s ≤ n components. The price is that it introduces a bias, but that
is acceptable as long as it remains small in comparison to the variance.

As such the kernel PCA based model, or kernel principal components re-
gression (KPCR), on n training points, extended with a bias term, and s
components, becomes an expansion in kernels:

f(x) =
s
∑

j=1

wj z
(n)
j + b =

s
∑

j=1

wj(
n
∑

i=1

λ
−1/2
j uij)k(xi,x) + b =

n
∑

i=1

αi k(xi,x) + b

(67)

where αi =
∑s

j=1 λ
−1/2
j uij.

If we only take a subset of m training data points, we have that the subspace
V = ΦT

mA is the m × s eigenspace of ΦT
mΦm and that the loading matrix

A = UmsΛ
−1/2
s , the n × s eigenspace of Kmm = ΦmΦT

m, with an eigenvalue
scaling. Taking all s = m components corresponds to the Fixed Size LS-SVM
model. In the next subsections we take the same approach, but consider some
other alternative eigenspaces. We compute then these spaces on a reduced set
to employ them likewise in the LS subspace regression model.
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5.2 Kernel Canonical Correlation Analysis

Starting from criterion (A.4), we can proceed likewise in feature space, but
now with v and w as d×1 feature space vectors. To arrive at calculation with
kernels instead of feature vectors one typically expands the new basis vectors
as follows

v =
n
∑

i=1

ai ϕ(xi) = ΦT A (68)

w =
n
∑

i=1

bi ϕ(yi) = ΦT B. (69)

By substitution in (A.4) and use of some algebra one arrives at the following
criterion

max
a,b

aT KxxKyyb√
aT Kxxa

√

bT Kyyb
(70)

where [Kxx]ij = ϕ(xi)
T ϕ(xj) and [Kyy]ij = ϕ(yi)

T ϕ(yj) are the kernel Gram
matrices and v and w were divided by their norm. Taking then derivatives
with respect to a and b and setting to zero leads to the following coupled
system of equations

Kyyb = λKxxa

Kxxa = λKyyb.
(71)

Again, a principled primal-dual derivation was proposed in the context of
primal-dual LS-SVM formulations, which leads to a more extended ’regular-
ized’ KCCA variant [2]:

Kyyb = λ(ν1Kxx + I)a,

Kxxa = λ(ν2Kyy + I)b,
(72)

where ν1 and ν2 act as regularization parameters. A regularized KCCA was
originally reported by [26] and [27], in an independent component analysis
(ICA) context. The KCCA case where a linear kernel is used for the y variables
was treated in [28] and here included in the tests as the KCCA1 variant.

5.3 Kernel Partial Least Squares

By direct substitution of (68-69) in the PLS criterion (A.8) and use of some
algebra one arrives at the following criterion

max
a,b

aT KxxKyyb√
aTa

√
bTb

. (73)
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Taking then derivatives with respect to a and b and equating to zero leads to
the following coupled system of equations

Kyyb = λa

Kxxa = λb.
(74)

This variant is the nonlinear counterpart of PLS-SVD, for the other variants
from the appendix Section A we have the following expressions:

• For KPLS-WA we can substitute X by Φ1 and Y by Φ2. But because of the
unknown elements of Φ, we cannot directly obtain the SVD of (Φr

1)
T Φr

2. The
NIPALS-PLS algorithm [29] allows to circumvent this issue and delivers the
a and b as first singular vectors of K (r)

xx K(r)
yy and K(r)

yy K(r)
xx . Then the deflation

expressions become for PLS-U at step r:

K(r+1)
xx = Kxx − K2

xxAr(A
T
r K3

xxAr)
−1AT

r K2
xx

K(r+1)
yy = Kyy − K2

yyBr(B
T
r K3

yyBr)
−1BT

r K2
yy.

(75)

The same is valid for KPLS-WA (which resembles the kernel version of PLS1
[30]) where we have:

K(r+1)
xx = K(r)

xx − ara
T
r K(r)

xx − K(r)
xx ara

T
r + ara

T
r K(r)

xx ara
T
r

K(r+1)
yy = K(r)

yy − brb
T
r K(r)

yy − K(r)
yy brb

T
r + brb

T
r K(r)

yy brb
T
r .

(76)

• The kernel version of PLS2 and PLS1 has been extensively studied in [30].
• For KPLSx and KPLSy we point out that its solutions can be considered in

the optimization context as special cases of the regularized KCCA variant
of (72) if one fixes the positive parameters (ν1, ν2) respectively as (1, 0) and
(0, 1). In fact even KPLS-SVD is a subcase, with (ν1, ν2) = (0, 0).

So all these closely related methods deliver us meaningful m × m subspaces
spanned by the column space of the loading matrix A (where we assume eigen-
vectors {ai}m

i=1 ordered corresponding to nondecreasing values of the eigenval-
ues λi). For an overview of the eigenvalue criterion for the methods (K)PCA,
(K)CCA and some (K)PLS variants, we refer to Table II and Table III.

6 Experiments

We perform some experiments on the LS subspace models on a reduced set
of size m, with each time a different eigenspace, as outlined in the previous
section. We assess whether there are severe differences in performance for
prediction on an independent test set. We do these tests of an artificial and
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two real-world data sets. These data sets are rather of moderate size, instead of
large, but it allows to compare with a standard regressor solved on the full set,
as an absolute reference. With a large scale data set example we demonstrate
that the sparse kernel framework indeed can manage where other methods
fail.

6.1 Artificial data example

We applied the LS subspace model with the various subspace choices on a sim-
ple sinc function. We considered a domain dataset of 200 equally-spaced points
in the interval [-10,10]. The corresponding output values were centralized. We
used the common Gaussian kernel (with width parameter h)

k(xi,xj) = exp

(

−‖xi − xj‖2
2

h2

)

. (77)

In Figure I (top) a typical picture of the first three components qualitatively
show a good correlation with the target function. Non-equally-spaced sampling
causes the components to be more irregular and oscillatory, while prediction
will be less performant in undersampled regions and near boundaries. In Figure
I (bottom) we show an approximation example on the same data, but with
added Gaussian noise with standard deviation σ = 0.2. The other methods
give similar component profiles and prediction results. This example shows
that often with a very small subset very good approximations can be made,
with performance close to the one of methods that make use of information
on the full training set.

We compared for the methods for different subset sizes with each 20 trials on
sinc data sets (noise added with standard deviation σ = 0.2 and subset sizes
m = 1, 2, . . . , 50). Parameter h2 ∈ {e−4, e−3.5, . . ., e10} was determined by 10-
fold cross-validation (CV). From Figure II (top) we see only one representer
for all methods because they took virtually the same value of mean square
error (MSE) on an independent test data set, and have comparable variance.

For reference we included the solutions of a state-of-the-art regression solver,
the standard LS-SVM for regression, using the LS-SVMlab software from
http://www.esat.kuleuven.ac.be/sista/lssvmlab/. The LS-SVM was trained on
the full set and also on the subset only, which corresponds to best case and
worst case performances respectively. From a subset size m = 6 on, the dif-
ference with the full set solution vanishes. Intuitively, we might say that the
more redundancy in the data, the quicker a reduced set method will reach the
optimal performance.
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As for the KCCA parameters ν1 and ν2 we conclude that the regression result
is fairly insensitive to ν2, but that large values of ν1 cause overfitting, we
further just took unity values. The use of other kernels, like the polynomial
or the sigmoidal kernel, did not produce such good results as the Gaussian
kernel.

6.2 Real world data examples

The Boston Housing data set [31] consists of 506 cases having p = 13 input
variables. The aim is to predict the housing prices. We standardized the data
to zero mean and unit variance. We picked at random a training set of size
n = 400 and a test set of size t = 106.

We performed 10-fold CV to estimate the kernel width parameter. After CV
the best model was evaluated on an independent test set. The randomization
trials were repeated 20 times and the subset size over the values (25 : 25 : 300)
is shown in Figure II (middle) In the plot we show the MSE versus subset
size. For the corresponding numeric overview of the MSE performances of the
different methods, we refer to Table II. The full set LS-SVM solution, achieved
a best MSE= 0.1381 with regularization parameter γ = 32.3517 and kernel
width h2 = 15.9694, determined by CV.

On this data set the different methods yield more different results than on the
sinc, and for clarity we show the worst LS subspace regression result and the
best; all other methods take their values in this band. Yet, a Wilcoxon rank
sum test [32] at a significance level of α = 0.05 shows no difference of the
mean values between the methods relative to the standard deviations. Apart
from this nondifference, we must remark that the mean of the KPCA based
model is approximately equal to the mean of the KPLS1 model.

The Abalone data set is another benchmark from the same UCI repository [33],
consisting of 4177 cases, having p = 7 input variables. The aim is to predict
the age of abalone fish from physical measurements. We picked at random a
training set of size n = 3000 and a test set of size t = 1117. The same tests
were repeated. The full set LS-SVM solution achieved a best MSE= 0.4476
with regularization parameter γ = 9.768 and kernel width h2 = 12.276, both
determined by CV.

For the numeric overview of the MSE performances of the different methods,
we refer to Table III. As can be seen from Figure II (bottom), on this data
set the the methods start to perform with difference from around m = 75 on.
Again we show a band of the worst (KPLSx), with in between the other meth-
ods (KPLS-SVD, KPLSy, KCCA, KCCA1), till the best (KPLS-U, KPLS-WA,
KPLS1, KPCR). Yet, relative to the standard deviation, we may conclude that
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the difference is not too large in fact either. Again we note that KPLS1 co-
incides practically with the kernel principal component regression (KPCR)
solution.

6.3 Large scale example

In general, from the computational side our approach achieves overall a much
smaller O(nm) memory cost, compared to the typical O(n2) and a computa-
tional complexity of O(nm3) compared to the typical O(n2).

The ADULT UCI data set [33] consists of 45222 cases having 14 input vari-
ables. The aim is to classify if the income of a person is greater than 50K based
on several census parameters, such as age, education, marital status, etc. We
standardized the data to zero mean and unit variance. We picked at random
a training set of size n = 33000 and a test set of size t = 12222. We used
the common Gaussian kernel with width parameter h2 = 29.97 derived from
preliminary experiments. We performed 10-fold cross-validation to estimate
the optimal number of components. After cross-validation the best model was
evaluated on the independent test set. The randomization trials were repeated
20 times, and this for subset sizes over different values in the range [25, 1000].
Training and evaluation time per model is typically of the order of minutes
(12s to 5m) for a modest number of components of order 100 (on a Pentium
2GHz pc).

In Figure III we show the averaged misclassification rate (in percent) versus
subset size m on the test set. We show the two best results, namely FS-
LSSVM and sparse KPLS1. The LS-SVM was trained and cross-validated
each time only on the subset data of size m, because it is computationally
not possible to take into account the information of the entire training set.
Qualitatively both the FS-LSSVM and sparse KPLS1 outperform LS-SVM
(on subset) with a considerable amount of at least 4%. A Wilcoxon rank sum
test [32] at a significance level of α = 0.01 shows no difference of the mean
values between the two sparse methods relative to the standard deviations.
Other tests on smaller benchmark datasets all confirm that KPLS equals FS-
LSSVM in performance.

It is remarkable that already with a subset size of 75 a favorable classification is
obtained. The lowest rate was reached at a subset size of m = 400, after which
we found no further improvements. Compared with results from literature, a
correct test set classification rate of 84.7(±0.3)% ranks among the best of
results delivered by other current state-of-the-art classifiers [2]. The use of
other kernels, like the polynomial or the sigmoidal kernel, did not produce
such good results as the Gaussian kernel.
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7 Conclusions

In large scale applications a model must be able to process a large number
of datapoints. Most kernel methods are simply not adequate for this task. In
this paper we started from the Nyström feature approximation which bears
in a least squares regression context the KPCR and the Fixed-Size LS-SVM
model. The latter operates in primal space and has two important advantages:
a small number of regression coefficients (which allows a fast training) and a
sparse kernel expansion (which allows fast evaluation).

Extending FS-LSSVM with supervised counterparts, we presented a regression
framework in which these two advantages are distinct model choices, through
a restriction of the search space to a subspace and a particular choice of basis
vectors in feature space. We showed that our model is not just a kernelization
of a single model, but comprises a whole general class of least squares kernel
models at once.

We focused then on restricted models using only a small subset of basis vectors
and chose eigenspaces, derived from covariance optimization criteria, that have
yielded feasible models in a non-reduced setting before, like KPLS and KCCA,
plus some common variants. As such, we obtain sparse KPLS and sparse
KCCA models, enhanced to deal with large data sets.

From experiments we may conclude that the feasibility carries over well to
the reduced setting, with a limited loss of accuracy. Taking the Nyström or
KPCA based subset model as reference, some methods, like KPLS1, KPLS-
U, KPLS-WA show on some test cases to perform equally well, while others
perform close to it. On a large scale example we show that a sparse restricted
regression model is effectively capable of dealing with a large dataset.

In future work there are certainly some issues that need more investigation:
how to choose or construct optimal subspaces, how to choose the right sub-
space size, what basis vectors should one choose, which kernel is best suited
for the dependent variables, etc. Partially they are classical questions, par-
tially they are specific to this nonlinear context. Nevertheless, the formulated
framework of subspace regression with a reduced set of basis functions offers a
more algebraically motivated, complementary view and renders sparse models,
capable of dealing effectively with large scale data sets.
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A Appendix A: Subspace construction

Basically, we need to find directions in the variable space that form a new
basis, upon which we can project. Several criteria can be chosen to arrive at
a subspace to confine the regression. We take an overview of two important
criteria and an intermediate one.

A.1 Minimization of within-space correlation

A more common name for within-space correlation is multicollinearity, the
degree of covariance between the data vectors in x space. It occurs often when
using multiple regression on data that one has collected that one has no full
control over the design of the experiment. A high degree of multicollinearity
produces unacceptable uncertainty (large variance) in regression coefficient
estimates.

The commonly used tool for the purpose of multicollinearity reduction is Prin-
cipal Component Analysis (PCA). For a broad and thorough overview of this
technique a standard reference is [34]. PCA is mostly stated as a problem in
which one maximizes the variance of the new variables s = vTx:

max
v

var (vTx) = vT Cxxv (A.1)

subject to ‖v‖ = 1 and V T V = Ip, with Cxx = XT X the p × p sample
covariance matrix. This involves a diagonalization procedure which requires
solving an eigenvalue problem

Cxxv = λv. (A.2)

From the viewpoint of dimension reduction one can also describe PCA as the
search for a best fitting subspace in a least squares sense. So PCA is equivalent
to successive minimization of

JPCA(v) =
n
∑

i=1

‖xi − vvTxi‖2, (A.3)

subject to the constraints.

A.2 Maximization of between-space correlation

On the other hand, the goal is maximization of between-space correlation. For
the purpose of prediction one wishes to select subspace input vectors that have
strong correlation with the target vectors.
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The specific method that implements this criterion is Canonical Correlation
Analysis (CCA) [35]. Here, one considers the p × q sample covariance matrix
Cxy = XT Y between two spaces. To minimize the cross-covariances, again
diagonal elements are maximized

max
v,w

corr(vTx,wTy) =
vT Cxyw√

vT Cxxv
√

wT Cyyw
(A.4)

subject to var(vTx) = vT Cxxv = 1 and var(wTy) = wT Cyyw = 1. Essentially
this requires the solution of the system

Cxyw = λ Cxxv (A.5)

Cyxv = λ Cyyw. (A.6)

The new basises in both spaces are chosen such that the vector components
(projections) of all data maximally coincide. In CCA one successively mini-
mizes

JCCA(v,w) =
n
∑

i=1

‖vTxi − wTyi‖2 (A.7)

subject to the constraints. Thus the difference between the cosine of angles of
lines in both spaces is minimized.

A.3 An intermediate criterion

The two above criteria can be taken as two extremes, and an optimal subspace
choice may involve a trade-off. The Partial Least Squares (PLS) [29] method
can be positioned in between these two. PLS is a multivariate technique that
delivers an optimal basis in x-space for y onto x regression. Reduction to a
certain subset of the basis introduces a bias, but reduces the variance.

In general, PLS is based on a maximization of the covariance between succes-
sive linear combinations in x and y space, 〈v,x〉 and 〈w,y〉, where coefficient
vectors are normed to unity and constrained to be orthogonal in x space:

max
v,w

cov (vTx,wTy) = vT Cxyw (A.8)

subject to ‖v‖ = 1 = ‖w‖ and V T V = Ip. Solutions can be obtained by using
Lagrange multipliers, which leads to solving the following system

Cxyw = λv (A.9)

Cyxv = λw. (A.10)

As a least squares cost function, PLS turns out to be a sum of the least squares
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formulation of each of the above methods:

JPLS(v,w) = JPCA(v) + JCCA(v,w) + JPCA(w) (A.11)

subject to the constraints. Indeed, by simplifying this expression, we obtain
the covariance term only: the two variance minimizations of the CCA criterion
are compensated by the PCA variance maximizations.

The above PLS version may be called PLS-SVD since the variables v,w are
the integral eigenspaces of CxyCyx. Imposing other constraints, results in other
PLS variants. From the plethora of possible modified PLS constructs, we men-
tion here a few transparant ones:

• The original version of Wold, PLS-WA, computes consecutively the first left
and right singular vectors of (X (r))T Y (r), after which each time the data
matrices are deflated (projected into the complement of the space spanned
by the previous found new variables, or scores):

X(r+1) = X(r) − br(b
T
r br)

−1bT
r X(r) with br = X(r)vr

Y (r+1) = Y (r) − ar(a
T
r ar)

−1aT
r Y (r) with ar = Y (r)wr.

(A.12)

As such the orthogonality of the scores is guaranteed in both spaces.
• The directly adapted most used variant of PLS-WA has resulted in PLS2

(multivariate) or PLS1 (univariate), where y-space is being deflated with
the x-space score instead [36].

• We included PLS-U, which is PLS-WA, not with an orthogonality con-
straint, but more strongly, uncorrelatedness with the previously found co-
efficients:

V T
r CxxVr = Ip (A.13)

W T
r CyyWr = Iq. (A.14)

By Lagrange multipliers one arrives after some lengthy calculation again at
an eigenproblem with deflations:

X(r+1) = X(r) − (CxxVr)((CxxVr)
T (CxxVr))

−1(CxxVr)
T X(r)

Y (r+1) = Y (r) − (CyyWr)((CyyWr)
T (CyyWr))

−1(CyyWr)
T Y (r).

(A.15)

• The PLS least squares interpretation allows to add immediately two more
variants. Leaving out the compensating PCA term in x space, we obtain
PLSx from CCA, with consequently Cxx = Ip. By symmetry, also a PLSy
version can be obtained. These versions may be useful especially when deal-
ing with many dummy variables, such that the PCA contribution does not
make much sense.
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For a generic overview, partly inspired by [37], of the criteria for the methods
PCA, CCA and some PLS variants, we refer to Table IV and Table V.
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Captions of Figures

Figure I (top): Visualisation of the features of the LS PLS-SVD subspace
regression model on a sinc artificial data set sample. The subset consists of
5 points. It are linear combinations of these clearly nonlinear features that
will fit the original curve; (bottom): Visualization of the LS KPCA subspace
regression model, leading to a sparse representation, on sinc artificial data set
sample. The subset consists of 5 points, marked with a ’+’ on the figure.

Figure II (top): Plot of mean square error on independent test set versus subset
size for the sinc artificial data set. It suffices to choose a subset of 6 data points
to approximate the original function to a proper accuracy; (middle): Plot of
mean square error on independent test set versus subset size for the Boston
housing data set. In between the best and worst bounds, the other methods
take their mean performance values on the randomization sets; (bottom): Plot
of mean square error on independent test set versus subset size for the Abalone
data set. In between the best and worst bounds, the other methods take their
mean performance values on the randomization sets.

Figure III: Averaged misclassification rate (in %) on the independent test set
versus subset size m for FS-LSSVM, sparse KPLS and LS-SVM on the subset.
Note that few basis vectors are necessary to reach favorable performance at a
low computational cost.
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Tables

method subspace sparsity

subset loading kernels parameters

KPCR ΦT
n UnΛ

−1/2
n no yes

FS-LSSVM ΦT
m UmΛ

−1/2
m yes yes

low-rank ΦT
m K−1

mmKT
nm yes no

Table I
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subset size 25 50 75 100 150 200 250 300

KPCR 0.476 0.407 0.271 0.251 0.196 0.187 0.173 0.161

(0.039) (0.054) (0.078) (0.054) (0.026) (0.027) (0.027) (0.028)

KPLS-SVD 0.505 0.437 0.327 0.303 0.209 0.195 0.194 0.192

(0.028) (0.050) (0.085) (0.041) (0.037) (0.040) (0.040) (0.040)

KPLSx 0.515 0.433 0.308 0.297 0.211 0.196 0.194 0.181

(0.043) (0.053) (0.062) (0.042) (0.034) (0.038) (0.038) (0.038)

KPLSy 0.504 0.418 0.329 0.297 0.211 0.201 0.192 0.192

(0.045) (0.046) (0.094) (0.046) (0.034) (0.036) (0.038) (0.036)

KPLS-WA 0.478 0.410 0.272 0.255 0.196 0.199 0.197 0.183

(0.039) (0.055) (0.077) (0.055) (0.026) (0.029) (0.029) (0.030)

KPLS-U 0.478 0.409 0.273 0.255 0.195 0.194 0.188 0.180

(0.039) (0.053) (0.078) (0.055) (0.025) (0.027) (0.028) (0.028)

KPLS1 0.476 0.407 0.271 0.252 0.195 0.187 0.173 0.161

(0.039) (0.054) (0.078) (0.054) (0.026) (0.026) (0.028) (0.027)

KCCA 0.503 0.420 0.316 0.291 0.203 0.198 0.194 0.192

(0.031) (0.054) (0.091) (0.043) (0.034) (0.035) (0.037) (0.035)

KCCA1 0.526 0.435 0.334 0.298 0.207 0.195 0.194 0.194

(0.050) (0.063) (0.092) (0.049) (0.038) (0.039) (0.042) (0.040)

LS-SVMsubset 0.646 0.543 0.422 0.388 0.289 0.268 0.220 0.219

(0.078) (0.070) (0.102) (0.039) (0.045) (0.045) (0.047) (0.046)

Table II
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subset size 25 50 75 100 150 200 250 300

KPCR 0.558 0.535 0.510 0.498 0.490 0.484 0.479 0.475

(0.028) (0.022) (0.013) (0.011) (0.008) (0.005) (0.005) (0.003)

KPLS-SVD 0.575 0.565 0.528 0.522 0.513 0.511 0.505 0.504

(0.035) (0.025) (0.016) (0.013) (0.015) (0.010) (0.005) (0.010)

KPLSx 0.582 0.565 0.528 0.522 0.517 0.506 0.503 0.502

(0.034) (0.028) (0.016) (0.012) (0.014) (0.013) (0.007) (0.007)

KPLSy 0.579 0.562 0.525 0.521 0.511 0.499 0.498 0.497

(0.022) (0.027) (0.013) (0.013) (0.020) (0.010) (0.014) (0.008)

KPLS-WA 0.570 0.544 0.515 0.504 0.494 0.490 0.483 0.481

(0.029) (0.026) (0.013) (0.014) (0.009) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)

KPLS-U 0.577 0.545 0.522 0.508 0.496 0.490 0.484 0.479

(0.029) (0.023) (0.016) (0.017) (0.009) (0.008) (0.005) (0.007)

KPLS1 0.558 0.535 0.510 0.498 0.490 0.484 0.479 0.475

(0.028) (0.022) (0.013) (0.011) (0.008) (0.005) (0.005) (0.003)

KCCA 0.578 0.567 0.525 0.522 0.511 0.499 0.499 0.498

(0.022) (0.029) (0.015) (0.015) (0.022) (0.013) (0.011) (0.013)

KCCA1 0.578 0.567 0.526 0.524 0.510 0.498 0.498 0.498

(0.022) (0.022) (0.022) (0.014) (0.018) (0.011) (0.017) (0.019)

LS-SVMsubset 0.901 0.806 0.742 0.728 0.678 0.650 0.617 0.602

(0.058) (0.019) (0.027) (0.025) (0.033) (0.018) (0.018) (0.017)

Table III
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covariance maximization least squares minimization

PCA max
v

var(vTx)

(vTv)
min
v

n
∑

i=1

‖xi − vvTxi‖2

PLS max
v,w

[cov(vTx,wTy)]2

(vTv)(wTw)
min
v,w

n
∑

i=1

‖vvTxi − xi‖2 + ‖vTxi − wTyi‖2 + ‖wwTyi − yi‖2

PLS a max
v,w

[cov(vTx,wTy)]2

(vTv)var(wTy)
min
v,w

n
∑

i=1

‖vvTxi − xi‖2 + ‖vTxi − wTyi‖2

PLS b max
v,w

[cov(vTx,wTy)]2

var(vTx)(wTw)
min
v,w

n
∑

i=1

‖vTxi − wTyi‖2 + ‖wwTyi − yi‖2

CCA max
v,w

[cov(vTx,wTy)]2

var(vTx)var(wTy)
min
v,w

n
∑

i=1

‖vTxi − wTyi‖2

Table IV

Linear (primal) Kernel (dual)
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Captions of Tables

Table I: Interpretation of different LS models with Nyström based features, as
special cases in the sparse restricted least squares kernel regression framework.

Table II: Independent test set performance in terms of mean square error
(standard deviation in brackets) versus subset size for different subset based
least squares subspace regression models on the Boston housing data set.

Table III: Independent test set performance in terms of mean square error
(standard deviation in brackets) versus subset size for different subset based
least squares subspace regression models on the Abalone data set.

Table IV: PCA, CCA and 3 PLS-SVD variants summarized in their (co)variance
and least squares formulation.

Table V: (K)PCA, (K)CCA and 3 (K)PLS-SVD variants summarized in their
generalized eigenvalue formulation, where M [v;w] = λQ [v;w] represents the
linear version with solutions in primal space and L [a;b] = λR [a;b] the non-
linear kernel version, with solutions in dual space.
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